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CHAPTER XII
A REALISTIC TEEORY OF MIND
I. IurnooucroRy
$ r. Reer,rsuhas thus far appearedin thesepagesmainly
as a polemic. This polemic may convenientlybe summaReatism
asa rized in terms of the generalerrorsof which it
Polemic
finds rival tendenciesto be guilty,r
'Argument from the ego-centricpredicament,' that is,
from the circumstantialpresenceof the knower in all cases
of things known, is peculiar to idealism. 'Definition by
initial predication,' the assumption of the priority of a
familiar or accidental relationship, is based on the more
fundamental error of 'exclusive particularity,' or the
supposition that an identical term can figure in only
oza relationship. These two errors together appear in all
philosophies,such as dualism, and monisms of
excl,usiae
matter or mind. The error of 'pseudo-simplicity,'which
amountsvirtually to the abandonmentpf analysis,and the
notion of indefinite potentiality,' which is the sequel
to the last, are characteristicof'substance'philosophies, and especially of all forms of 'activism,' whether
naturalistic, idealistic, or pragmatistic. The'speculative
dogma,' the assumption of an all-general, all-sufficient
first principle, is the primary motive in 'absolutism.'
Finally, the error of 'verbal suggestion,'or tequivocation,' is the means through which the real fruitlessnessof
the other errors may be concealed, and the philosophy
t The full statement of theseerrors will be found above, especiallypp.
64-68.,rz6-rgz, 169-17r.
z,r
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employing them given a meretricious plausibility

REALISTIC

and

tradition, and basesits hope of constructiveachievement
on the correction of certain establishedhabits of thought.
Realism is as yet in a phase in which this critical motive
dominates and affords the best promise df initial agreement. But war has developed a class consciousness,
and
the time is near at hand, if, indeed,it has not already
arrived, when one realist may recognize another. This
dawning spirit of fellowship, accompaniedas it is by a
desire for a better understanding and a more efiective
coiiperation,r justifies an attempt to summarize the central
doctrinesof a constructiverealistic philosophy. \!,t'
$ z. The crucial problem for contemporary philosophy
is the problem of knowledge. It is upon this question that
its chief tendenciesdivide, and it is from their
D.._r__^_.-r
I Uncaneutal
several solutions of this problem that these
irp"'t#;
the,Problemtendenciesderive their characteristic interpreor Mroc
tations of life. In giving a brief outlinc of a
realistic philosophy, I shall therefore have to do mainly
with the realistic theory of knowledge. f propose, howr Cf.
"The Programand First Platform of Six Realists,"by E,B. Holt,
W. T. Marvin, W. P. Montague, R. B. Perry, W. B. Pitkin, and E. G.
Spaulding,f ow. ol PhiJ., Psych.,anilSciantif.cMethoils,Yol.Vff, r9rol and
the volume entitled Tlu New Real,isn,by the samewriters. Cf. also the
author's "Realism as a Polemic and Program of Reformr" four. of Phil.,
Psych.,anil Scdmlifu Methods,Vol. VII, r9ro.
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ever, to adopt a somewhat novel order of procedure. The
problem of knowledge reduces,in the last analysis, to the
problem of the relation between a mind and that which is
related to a mind as its object. The constant feature of
ttris relationship is mi,nit. Instead, therefore, of dealing
fust with knowledge,leaving mind to be defined only incidentally or not at all, tr propose frrst to discover what
manner of thing mind is, in order that we may profit by
sudr a discovery in our study of knowledge,r o ttr n
Accounts of mind differ characteristically according as
of mind in nature and
they are based on the obseraati.oz
society, or on'inlrospecti,on. What is said of mind by historians, sociologists,comparative psychologists,and, among
technical philosophers, most notably by Plato and Aristotle, is based mainly or wholly on general observation.
Mind lies in the open field of experience,having its own
typical form and mode of action, but, so far as knowledge
of it is concerned, as generally accessible,as free to all
comers,as the motions of stars or the civilization of cities.
On the other hand, what is said of mind by religious teachers, by human psychologistsof the modern school,whether
rational or empirical, and, among technical philosophers,by
such writers as St. Augustine, Descartes,and Berkeley, is
The investigator generalizes
based on self-consciousness.
the nature of mind from an exclusive examination of his
The results of these two modes of inquiry differ so strikingly as to appear almost irrelevant, and it is commonly
argued that it cannot be mind that is directly apprehended
in both cases. It is assumed,furthermore, that one's own
mind, or the mind at home,must be preferredas more genuine than the mind abroad. The conclusionfollows that the
I Cf. my article "A Division of the Problem of Epistemology," four.
of Phil., Psych.,anil Scicnlifr.cMelhoik, Vol. VI, r9o9. The remainder
of the presentchapter is reprinted in part from a seriesof articles entitled
"The Hiddennessof Mind," "The Mind's Familiarity wit! Itself,tt and
"The Mind Within and the Mind Without," Journol ol PhiJ,, Psych,,and
Schnlifa Mcthds, Vol. VI' r9o9, Nos' e, 5, 7.
I9
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latter is not mind at all, but a mere exterior of mind, serving
only as a ground for inference. Thus we reach the widely
popular view that mind is encasedin a non-mental and
impenetrable shell, within whicb it may cherish the secret
of its own essencewithout. ever being disturbed by inquisitive intruders. Now one might easily ask embarrassing
questions. It is curious that if its exterior is impenetrable
a mind should give such marked evidenceof itself as to
permit the safest inferencesas to its presencewitlin. It is
curious, too, that such an inward mind should forever be
making salliesinto the neighborhoodwittrout being caught
or followed back into its retreat. It must evidently be
supplied with meansof egressthat bar ingress,with orifices
of outlook that are closed to one who seeks to look in.
But rather than urge these difficulties, I shall attempt to
obviate them. This is pqssible only through a version of

and 'memory.' A similar duality between sensing and
sense-contentaccounts for the ambiguity of the term
'sensation.' In the discussionthat follows I shall employ
fust the method of introspection and then the metlod
of observation; examining by each method, first, the
conteuts of mind, and second, ttre action of mind.

;+{Er;i*ilGmont,
-thetwo mindq,]he Ai*nd withjajit_""*-T"""c-r,tt.rh."i

@t't_ia

j@t

_!ltg4.._rpqryto-repla,cc_them_bytk@_m!@inwhich
they appear plainly as parts. The traditional shield looks
concave on one side and convex on the other. That this
should be so is entirely intelligible in view of the nature of
the entire shield and the several ways in which it may be
approached. The whole shield may be known from
either side when the initial bias is overcome. Similarly,
I propose to describe tle mind rvithin and the mind
without as parts of mind, either of which may assume
prominence according to the cognitive starting-point; the
whole mind by implication lying in the general field of
experience where every initial one-sidednessmay be
c rl tl
overcome.
In addition to this difference of method, there is another
distinction that it will prove not only convenient to employ,
but important to emphasize-the distinction betweenthe
aclion and the content of consciousness. Every type of
consciousnessexhibits this duality. There is 'tlinking'
and'thought,' tperceiving'and tpercept,''remembering'

II.

Tm
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$ g. It is well known that much the most convenient
method of discovering what is in my mind is to consult me.
Mentat
contentI can affinn tle fact with superior ease and
asRevealedby
certainty. At.the sametime, of course,I may
rDtro6p€cuon
be absolutely ignorant of the meaning of the
fact. The subject of a psychological erperiment is best
qualified when he has no ideas concerningttre nature of his
mind. He is called ou to affirm or deny awareness of
a given object, to register the time of his awareness,or
to report the object (not given) of which he is aware.
Introspection thus yields an identification and inventory of
tt t (
mental contents.
Supposemy mind to be an object of study. fn the first
place, it is necessaryto collect my past experiences. For
this purpose the method of introspection is convenient and
fruitful. I have myself been keeping a record of my experiences automatically, and by virtue of the capacity of
recollection I can recover them at will. This method is
reserved for the use of the mind that originally had the
experiences. This does not mean that the facts cannot be
known except in so far as rememberedby me. It would
be absurd to say that the fact that I saw the King of
Saxonyin the year rgo3, is lost to knowledge except in so
far as I can retrospectively recover it. An observant
bystander would have known it at the time, or it may
be a matter of general knowledge. But the convenience
afforded by
memory is apparent. For in this way I
-y verify the experience in question, and ttrus
may recall and
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securesomethingapproximatelyequivalentto its empirical
presence;and,furthermore,my memorypreserves
uot only
this, but also other erperienceslikewise mine, and so
alreadyselectedand groupedwith referenceto a study of

casesof mental content, it is the poorest method of defining
their nature.
ao,.t
$ +. When I attempt to discover the generic character
of the contents revealed by introspection, I meet at once
rhe Neutral with a most siguificant fact. Distribulioetry,
or these contents coincide with other manifolds,
Flements
frT|$:j:?tflt such as nature, history, and the contents of
Unifying
other minds. fn other words, in so far as I
Relatioo
divide them into elements, the contents of my
mind exfiibit no generic character. I find the quality
'blue,'but this I ascribe also to the book which lies
before me on the table; I find 'hardness,' but this I
ascribe also to the physical adamant; or I find num.ber,
which my neighbor finds also in his mind. In other
words, the elements of the introspective manifold are in
themselvesneither peculiarly mental nor peculiarly mine;
they are neutral and' inlerchangeable.
, |r\l
It is only with respect to their grouping and interrelations that ttre elements of mental content exhibit any
peculiarity.r When my attention is directed to this, I
find that mental contents, as compared, for example,with
physical nature, possessa characteristic fragmentariness.
Not all of physical nature, nor of any given natural body,
is in my mind. And the particular abstract that is in
my mind does not exactly coincide witb the particular
abstract that is in my neighbor's mind. Furthermore, the
fragments of nature that find their way into my mind
acquire thereby a peculiar interrelation and compose a
o'ltl
peculiarpattern.
'
The so-called "relational theory of consciousness
" has
emphasizedthis fact that mental content is distinguished,
not by the stuff or elementsof which it is composed,but by
the woy in which these elements are composed; in other
words, by the composing relation. "In consciousness,"

my particular mind..
Or, supposethat the study of my mind requires knowledge of its presentcontent. I, who must in the nature of
the casebe having the object in mind, can have before me
simultaneously tJre additional fact of its being in my mind.
Such an introspective experience is commdnly available,
and while it is not a penetrating or definitive knouleilgeoI
o, , ' ,
the fact, it is a d,iscoaery
of the fact.
It is doubtless true, then, that a record of the contents
of a mind is most conveniently obtained by introspection.
This superior or even unique accessibility of certain facts
to certain observersis not unusual; indeed, it is a corollary
of the method of observation. Every natural object has
what may be called its cognitive orientation, defining
vantage points of observation. Data concerning the surface of the earth are peculiarly accessible to man, and
data concerning the twentieth century to those alive at
the time. But this does not mean tJrat man knows ttre
eartJrbest, or ttrat we of the present day know the twentieth
century best. Still less does it mean that our knowledge
is exclusive. It means only that we are so situated as to
enjoy certain ind,ucti,aeailoantages. If a man were to add
up his property as he accumulated it, he would always be
in a position to report promptly on tbe past and present
amount thereof; but it would not be profitable to argue
that property is, therefore, such as to be known only, or
even best, by its orvner. So any individual mind is most
handily acquainted with its own experiences,past and
present. The circumstancesof its history and organization
are such that without any exertion, or even any special
theoretical interest, it is familiar with the facts. But this
argues nothing unique or momentous. It may easily be
that while introspection is the best method of collecting
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r For a more ample treatment of this matter, cf. my article,
"Conceptionsand Misconceptionsof Consciousness,"
PsychologicalRaai,w,Yol.
XI, r9o4.
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says Professor Woodbridge, "we have simply an instance
of the existenceof different things together, . . consciousness is only a form of connection of objects, a relation
between them." As James expressesit, ,'consciousness
connotesa kind of external relation, and doesnot denote a
special stuff or way of being." t Neittrer of these authors,
however, offers a clear account of what this peculiar relation or form of connection is. James at times identifies it
- with "the functionof knowing." When one thing mcafis
or representsanother, and thus assumesthe status of idea,
it becomesa consciouselement. But, as ProfessorWoodbridge points out, this relation can scarcelybe the generit
relation of consciousness,
becausethe terms betweenwhich
it holds are already 'experienced.' And James himself
explicitly recognizesthe possibility of immediately experiencing,wittrout the mediation of ideas at all. ' Meaning,
would seemto be the relation characteristic of.d.iscurshse
consciousness,
rather than of consciousness
in general. As
respectssuch a general type of relationship, the results are
on the whole negative. James shows tbat it is iliferent
from the physical type of relationship (,,mental fire is
what won't burn real sticks"). Professor Woodbridge
does not appear
"lays greater stresson what consciousness
to be than on . . that type of connection which it con-

stitutes betweenobjects."z
Now what light do such results throw on the uature of
.

a

t,

I

t
Jour. o! phil.,
_ -F. J. E. Woodtridge: "The Nature of Consciousness,',
Psych,,
and Scientifu Melhoils,Vol. fi. rgoS, pp. r2o, r2S; James:-,,Does
Consciousness
Exist," in the same Journal, Vol. f, r9o4, p, a86. Cf. atso
B. H. Bode: "Some Recent Defnitions of Consciousness,"psycttologkal
Redcw,Yol. XV, r9o8.
t Woodbridge: hc. cil.;
James.op. cit., pp. 478, 48g. For the pragnatist view of discursive consciousness,
cf, above, pp.zoo ff, For'Janres's
more completeview, cf. below,pp. 3So-3S4.
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distributively, or element for element, with parts of nature.
It is important, then, to show how parts of nature become contents of mirrd. Natr.ual objects do not enter
wholly into mind. Then what detersrines their foreshortening and abridgment? An individual mind gathers
into itself a characteristic assemblage of fragments of
nahrre. Under what conditions does this occur? When
things are in mind, one may mean or represent another.
t'\/t
TVhat constitutes being in mind,?
Until such questions are answered realism cannot boast of
having greatly improved upon idealism. " Consciousness,"
says ProfessorNatorp, "is inexplicable and hardly describable, yet all consciousexperienceshave this in common,
that what we call their content has this peculiar referenceto
a centerfor which 'self is the name,in virtue of which referencealone, the content is subjectively given, or appears."
It is as important for the realist to show what he meansby
his "form of connection " as it is for the idealist to show
what he means by "this peculiar referenceto a center."r,.'',
$ S. We shall find that it is impossible to find the common bond of things mental, until we abandon the introActiou.spective method and view mind as it operates
Mental
in the open field of nature and history. But
*:.Sg$Deu-rDuDuoD
:
ir"F"i.spi'it- before adopting this coursewe have two other
ualActivity

alternatives.

In the first and more popular of these alternative views,
it is admitted that it is impossible to find a unique quality
in mental contents, or even a unique interrelatiou arnong
them. It is maintained that things derive their mental
character from that which acls on tlnrn, My contents are
tle passive objects of my active perceiving, thinking, or
willing. This action of mind is not itself content, but is
the common and unifying correlate of all content. So far
this view is, I think, substantially correct. The defining
relation of mind is a kind of action, and it will not be found
I Paul Natorp: Einhilung in ilic Psychol'ot&,PP' l,4' rr2; quoted by
James,op, cil., p. 479,
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amidst the content which it defi.nes. But in the present
view it is further maintained that the action of mind is
in o peculiar oay. .r,,.
neverthelessinhospeclhtel'yoccessibl'e
I refer to the time-honoredtheory ttrat the action of mind
is revealed to tle agent himself in an immediate intqition.
"Such is the nature of Spirit, or that whi& acts," says
Berkeley, " that it cannot be of itself perceived . . . though
it must be owned at the same time that we have some
notion of soul, spirit, and the operations of the mind."
The inner activity of consciousnessis that "life-form of
immediate reality" which "is lost if the psychological
abstractions make it a describableobject." t
',, ,,
Berkeley's view met its classicrefutation in Hume. He
showed that the most exhaustive introspective analysisreveals no such 'creative power,' but only a manifold and
nexus of contents. Taken "psychologically," says Mr.
Bradley, " the revelation is fraudulent. There is no original
experienceof anything Iike activity." The supposition that
there is such a revelation is possible only provided one
refuses to analyze a certain experienceinto its elements.
When the so-called experience of mental activity ds so
d. The-rEfU5affu
analyze what can be and has been analyzed cannot be
justified by any canon of rigorous theoretical procedure.z
fn other words, the intuitionist theory of mental activity
is an instance of the fallacy of 'pseudo-simplicity.' "The
simplicity, however, of the representation of a subject is
not therefore a knowledgeof the simplicity of the subject,"
says Kant. The intuitionist argument rests upon a confusion between the lack of complexity in the hnawledge
of the subject matter, and a lack of complexity in tle
I rr,.
subject matter itseU.s
r Berkeley: Principles ol Human Knowleilge,Fraser'g edltion, Vol. I,
p. z7z; Mtinsterberg: The Elanal Valuesrp, 393.
I Hurne: Enqui4t concerndngEunnr
Undaslad,ing. Section Vf[,
Pzrt l, pas$m; Bradley: Appearonceond,Rn'li,ty, p. 116,
t Kant: Crifi.queof Pure Reoson,trans. by Max Milller,Second Edition,
pp. a89-e9o. Cf. above, pp. z6t-264.
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Philosophy is peculiarly liable to this fallacy in the case
of self-knowledge,becauseof the extraordinary familiarity
of 'self ,' No one is so well acquainted with me as I am
witl myself. Primarily this means that whereas f have
known myself repeatedly, and perhaps for considerable
intervals continuously, others have known me only intermittentJy or not at all. To myself I am so much an old
story that I may easily weary of myself. I do weary of
myself, however, not becausef understand myself so well,
but becauseI live with myself so much. I may be familiar
to the point of ennui,with things f understand scarcely at
all. Thus I may be excessively familiar with a volume in
the family library without having ever looked between the
covers. Indeed, degreesof knowledge are as likely to be
inversely, as directly, proportional to degreesof familiarity.
Familiarity is arbitrary like all habit, and there is nothing
to prevent it from fixing and confirming a false or shallow
opinion. The man whom we meet daily on the street is a
familiar object. But we do not tend to know him better.
On the contrary, our opinion tends to be as unalterable as
it is accidental and one-sided. Everyone is familiar with
a typical facial expressionof the President, but who will
claim that such familiarity conducesto knowledge of him?
Similarly my familiarity with myself may actually stand
in the way of my better knowledge. Becauseof it I may
be too easily satisfied that I know myself, and will almost
inevitably believe that my mind as I commonly know it
is my mind in its essence. It cannot be said, tlen, ttrat
the individual mind's extraordinary familiarity with itself
necessarilymeans that its knowledge of itself is exclusive
or even superior. On the contrary, it means that in respect of knowledge of itself every mind is peculiarly
- to the assumptionthat knowlIiable to oaer-simpli'f.cat'i,on
edge is complete when, as a matter of fact, it has not yet
t rl l ,
begun.

also discredit,I tbink, the virtue
Theseconsiderations
I am inso frequently attributed to self-consciousness.

z8z
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clined to believethat the promingassof this orperiencein
traditional accountsof mind is due to ttre fact that it is
characteristicallyhabitual with philosophers.What but
bias could have led to the opinion that self-consciousness
is typical of mind? Surely notbing could be farther from
the truth. II self-consciousness
meausanything,it means
mind functioning in an elaboratelycomplicatedilay. Now
one may txt a definition by applyrng it to complexand
derivative forms, but one learns to dsolateand id,entifua
genus from a study of its shnpk forms. It would be
consistentwitl soundprocedure,then, to expectto understandmind-knowing-itself,only after onehasan elementary
knowledgeof the generalnature of mind and the special
function of knowing. Surely in this respect, at least,
philosophyhas traditionally lacked the soundinstinct that

he is secureonly when atnongthose as easily satisfiedas

has guided science.
But waiving methodological considerations, what is to
be said of the cognitive value of my seU-consciousness?
Supposeme to be as habitually self-consciousas the most
confirmed philosopher. Have I on that account an expert
knowledge of self? There could not, it seemsto me, be a
clearer case of the mistaking of habit for insight. Upon
examination my self-consciousness
resolves itself mainly
into familiar images, and familiar phrases containing my
name or the first personal pronoun, such as ,I am,, ,f
will,' tI tlink,' 'I act.' But these phrases are perfectly
typical of the fixed and stereotyped character that may be
acquired by a confusedexperience,or, indeed, by an experience thet iS -End-t6e
nothing_rngq than__.1g!q
verbal foimffiEon
more
fix;A
and
steteotyped zuch
_o-lTpio6len"
experiences,-the more their confusion or emptiness is
neglected. This is the true uplanation, I -ttrink, of
what is the normal state of mind in tbe matter of selfknowledge. Your averageman knowshimself, ,,of course,,,
and grasps eagerly at words and pbrases imputing to
him an esoteric knowledge of soul; but he cau render
no intelligible account of it. That he has never attempted;

z;r | |
himself.
Who is so familiar with farming as the farmer? But
he despisesthe innovations of the theorist, becauseroutinp has warped, limited, and at tle same ti-e intensifred his opinions; with the consequencethat while no one
is more intimately fa.milia.r with fanning tban he, Do one,
perhaps, is more hopelessly blinded to its real principles.
Now it is my lot to be a self-consciousmind. I have
habitually, and it is certain that
practised self-consciousness
no one is so familiar with myself as f. But I have little to
show for it all: the articulatory image of my name, the
visual image of my social presence,and a few poor phrases.
There a'sa complex state to whidr I can turn when I will,
but it is a page more ttrumbed than read. And I am lucky
if I have not long ago becomeglibly innocent of my ignorance and joined the ranks of those who deliver confusion
with the unction of profundity, and the name of the problem with the pride of mastery. No - so far I cannot see
that the royal road to a knowledge of self-activity has led
beyond the slough of complacency. Either appeal is made
to what everyone "of course" knows, to the mere dogma
of familiarity, or stereotyped verbalisms and other confused erperiences are solemnly cherished as tbough the
warmth of the philosophical bosom could somehow invest
o
them with life.
..
the
nature
of
that
mental
action
6.
I
am
confident
$
is discoverableneither by an analysis of mental contents
nor by self-intuition; tlat it is necessary, in
Mentd Action

short, to abandon ttre method of self-knowledgealtogether,and substitutethat of general
observation. But in the interestsof thoroughnessit is desirableto examinewhat at first glanceappearsto
afford a reasonablecompromise. I refer to the view that
cornplc*.
construesmental action as a PecuJiarimtrospectiae
This view is commonlyheld by ttrosewho reject the last.
The intuition of a "Simon-pureactivity," or an "activity
iliflrrl"G1fi:*1"
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on si,ch" is rejected on grounds of introspective analysis.
But analysis at tle sarne time reveals a characteristic
activity process,composed of sensations of bodily exertion
and strain, or of feelings of "the tendency, the obstacle,
the will, the strain, the triumph, or ttre passive Slving
up." James has suggestedthat tiis process can be reduced to still smaller proportions. "Whenever my introspective glance succeedsin turning round quickly enough
to catch one of these manifestations of spontaneity in the
act, all it can ever feel distinctly is some bodily process,
for the most part taking placewithin the head." " It would
follow that our entire feeling of spiritual activity, or what
commonly passesby that name, is really a feeling of bodily
activities whose exact nature is by most men overlooked."r
There are several objections to this version of mental
action. In the frrst place, it is evident that the teel,ing
of action belongs to the content of the mind, and therefore cannot be that general action by virtue of which things
become content. It is not the correlate of content in
gbneral, but only of certain other content such as percepts
and ideas. There is need of a Lind of mental action that
sball account for the presencein mind of this very activitycomplex itself.
,
Furthermore, there is an evident confusion in regarding
the Jeeling of action as itself action. It is necessary,as
the spiritists and transcendentalists have rightly maintained, to suppose some kind of action that shall bring
contents together, and give them ttre peculiar wi,thi,nmi,nt
uni,ty which they possess. A consciousnessof o onil b
is not a consciousness
of o and a consciousness
of D. And
the feeling of action is no more capable of effecting ttris
conjunction than is any other content. A consciousness
of t'intra-cephalic movements" and, the movements of
an external body, a unity of consciousness
in which these
arc Ptesetuttogetlur, cannot derive its unity from a con_- -t James: Pluralisth Unitasc, pp. 326, SEot P"inciplcs ol Psychology,
Vol. I, pp. 3oo, 3or-3o2; cf. below, pp. 3S4j56.
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sciousnessof the one any more than from the consciousness
of the otler. Both movements must be subtended by
some action that operates on then jodntl,y. Jamesis correct
in supposingtlat the experienceof bodily action is peculiarly significant. It constitutes a core or nucleus of content that is more constant than the rest. It constitutes
a pennanent background which persists while the more
conspicuous objects in the foreground vary; and is thus
an important factor in tbe sense of personal identity.
But it is none the less conlent, and so prevented from
serving as the agency which defnes content as such, and
.
gives it its characteristic unity.
The true solution of ttre matter lies near at hand. If
instead of defining mental action in terms of the tuling
of bodily activities, he had defined it in terms of the bodily
action itself, as he sometimes appears to do, these difficulties would have been obviated.r But this would have
required ttre abandonment of the introspective method.
For ttrose bodily actions which now become most signifrcant are only accidentally, if at all, felt by the conscious
agent hirnself. A sound 'listened to' or theard,' is, by
virtue of that action, mental content. Several sounds
listened to or heard jointly composea mental unity. But
precisely what is the nature of listening or hearing ?
Itre who listens or hears is poorly qualified to say. The
way it feels to listen or hear has little if anything to do
with the matter. For listening and hearing are operations
of the living organism, or specific operations of the nervous
system, which lie in the field of general observation. And
it is no more necessary to suppose that their nature is
revealed to the agent which exercises them, than to sup
pose that the nature of breathing is revealed to him who
breathes. \
r t'So far as we are tpersons,'and contrastedand opposedto 4n 'environment,'movements in our body figure as our activities." (Plwalislk
Uniltersa,p. 379, note.)
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Mprsoo c Grrrnnr, Onsnnverrov

$ Z. Whtle pmceeding to treat mind as though, likc
any otbcr thing, it were open to general obsewatiou, I

ocition is rarcly supported by evidenco; lt is commonly
held to be sufrcient to call attention to it. Thus it is
assertedtbat "the ess€nceof a person is not what he is
for anotber, but what he is for himgeU. It is there &at
bla Pdwtfiun hdisdiluolionts is to be found-ln wbat he
lc, wbeu looLedat from the lnsldc."r As anoth€rwrlter
crpre$es lt, "Tbot the mlnd of ca& buman being forms
a region inaccessibleto all save its possessor,is one of the
of reflection.",
commonplaces
These are formulations of an alnrost universal presupposition. I believe this prcsupposition, as illdefined and
unreasonableas it is ruriversal, to bc the grcatest present
obstacle to ttre dcar and conclusive defurition of mind.
Thcre can be no doubt of tle propriety of distinguishing
'internol' and 'external' viewe of tbe mind, and there
cen be no doubt of t.he practical or other circumstantlal
importonce of emphaslzingself-&nowledge. But I do not
believe that sudr distlnction and emphasislead properly
to any generallzation sudr as those whlch I have quoted;
nor do I bclieve tbet they contrlbute fundamentally to
the defnitiou of mind.
The notion of the privacy of mental conteuts rests
nainly upon the fallacy of 'exclusive particularity.' ft ir
characteristic of content of mind, such as perceptionsand
ideas, to belong to individual minds. My idca is mine;
and In some seuse, ttren, falls within my mind, From
I E. Ruhddl, it Porsorulldalirar, cditcdby H. Sturt, p, S8s.
I M. F. Washburn,ThoAnimolUittd,y>,r,
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this it is hastily condudcd that it is thcrcfore exclusively
mine. Now it is clear tbat my idca cannot bc alien.
ated from my nind, wlthout coutradiction. It mrrst
lot be ettributed to the mt+y-nird wlich is the other
term of a dicjunctlve dicbotonry. 8ut i! ilaosnoAtotlou
thqt firy hdla mot ml alsobc yo* dfu, Tberc are nany
such caecs, Friends arc eeaentlally euch as to belong to
frlends, and my frtend is veritably mlne; but he noy,
without contradlction, become yours also. Sftnllarly, my
home,my parents, my country, although in order to bo
what they are they must be lrcssessed
by suchaBme, may
witbout logical difrorlty be shared with you.
But I may seemto have orrcrlookeda vital point. Althougb onc thing can bc the object both of rny idea and of
yourc, cen ny i&o ilscl,Jbe alsoyours? Doesnot the whole
bcing of ny iden lie in its rclation to me? Doubtles!
Neptune mey bccome my ideo, and also yours; but can
my idea of Neptune ever becomean idea of yours? Now
thls clearly dependsupon whether the determination of
Neptune which rnakes it nry idea can itseU submit to
another determination of tle same type. There ls no c
piofi obiectionttrat would not beg the very questionrrnder
discussion. Here again casesfrom other classesof objects
are yery common. The sum of three and three may itself
be added to threc; )'ou m8y paint me in the act of paiutitrg my model; thc gcneral may fear the fear of his anny.
And, similarly, a ttring's reletion to me as my idea, may
enter into enother such relation to you and bccone your
idea. It will doubtless rcmain tnre that my idca simply,
and your idea of my idea, will difrer through thc accession
of the last cognitive relationship; and that in this sense
my idea cannot be completely identical with your idea.
But it ls impossible even to etatc tbis trlvial proposition
witlout grantlng that you may know my idea, whlch to
the point at issue,
Tte mere fact, then, that ideas are always induded
within some mind, and thereby cxcluded from what is
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altogether not tlat mind, contributes no evidence for ttre
absolute privacy of mind. Any group whatsoever is
private, iu the sensethat what is in it cannot by definition
be outside of it, nor what is outside of it in it. But t}is
does not prevent what is inside of it from being also inside
of somettring else, nor does it prevent ttre entire group
from being inside of anottrer like group. Everything
dependson the particular nature of the groups in question.
And we have already found it necessaryto classify minds
among intersecting rather than exclusivesystems. fndeed,
such a classificationwould seem to be necessarilyimplied
in the general conception of social intercourse. How,
ttren, are we to explain the widespreaddisposition to regard
minds as exclusive?
In the first place, we readily extend to our minds the
group relation which holds in the caseof our bodies. There
is a special sensein which things are inside and outside of
the mind, but it tends naturally to be confusedwith the
sensein which things are inside and outside of the body.
The tendency is partly a misuse of schematicimagery, and
partly a practical bias for the bodily aspect of the mind.
Suffice it here to remark that the mutual exclusiveness
of our bodiesis so highly emphasized,that even the vaguest
supposition that our minds are within our skins, is suftcient to give rise to a notion that they too are wholly outside one another. Such a suppositionis generally admitted
to be false, but it nevertleless lingers on the scene; and
not only falsifiesthe grouping of mind, but exaggeratesthe
diffculty of knowing mind from the standpoint of general
observation.
In the second place, various motives, methodological,
religious, and social, have so emphasized the difference
between mind and mind, or between the individual mind
and tle outer world, that this differencetends to be transformed into a relation of exclusiveness. Psychological
introspection, when superfrcially interpreted, defines a
region set apart from nature and society. Religious
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introspection heightens the difference between the inner
life and the life of the world. The problems of personal
morality under complex social conditions tend to heighten
tbe differencebetweenindividual lives. Sucha proposition
as "No one else can understand me" has only to become
familiar and practically intensified, to be converted readily
into an absolute principle. Thus the ilificulty of knowing
certain aspectsof another mind tends to be mistaken for
the impossibility of the entrance of mind into mind. Proverbial difficulties easily become logical impossibilities.
To avoid gross confusion it is necessaryto examine the
difficulties concretely and circumstantially; to point out
the conditions under which they arise, and tle elements
of mind which they tend to obscure.
$ 8. Beyond question the content of an individual
mind at any given time may be successfullyhidden from
general observation. But this in itself does
The Di6crlty
not imply any general proposition to the
of Observiag
MentEl Coneffect tlrat a mind is essenl,i,ally
such as to be
teor Tbe Case
absolutzly
cut
off
from
such
observation.
It
oI Perceptiou
may be that your inability to discover what I
am imagining, ttrinking about, or remembering, is only
like tle assessor'sinability to discover tfie amount of my
property; and no one has assertedthat property is essentiaUy knowable only to its owner. Let us examine the
circumstances.
In the first place, it is evident ttrat under favorable circumstancesyou have no difficulty in following my mind.
Where, for example, we are engaged in such intercourse
as involves a bodily dealing with physical objects, it is as
easy as it is indispensablefor each to know what is in the
mind of the other. The objects themselves here provide
mutually accessiblecontent in a manner that is unmistakable. A clear casein point is the exchangeof currency for
merchandise; but to illustrate tle experienceexhaustively
would be to traverse nine-tenths of life. Such mutual
apprehensionof the physical tJringswhich you and I have
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in mind is the condition of all intercoursebetweenus;
we could not shakehandswithout it.
There is anotler way in which you readily follow my
mind, namely,throughmy verbalreport. We do not often
sit downand deliberatelydiscloseour mindsto oneanother;
more commonlywe uselanguageto tlre end that we may
togetherthink the sametlings. But if you area psychologist,or an interpreterof dreams,I may "tell" you what
is in my mind. Now it is frequently assumedby ttre
sophisticatedttrat when I thus verbally revealmy mind
you do not dirutl,y know it. You are srpposeddirectly
to know only my words. But I cannot understandsuch
a supposition,unlessit meanssimply that you know my
mind only attcr agd throughhearingmy words. If it is
necessary
for you to take a book from the shelf and turn
over its pagesbeforeyou can discoverttre date of Kant's
birth, or walk acrossthe streetbeforeyou candiscoverthe
number of your neighbor'shouse,do you thereforenot
know these things directly when you do know tbem?
And if you must wait until I tell you beforeyou know
what imageis in my mind, do you thereforenot know tle
imagedirectly when you do know it? ff not, then what
d.o you know directly when the matter is concluded?
Surelynot the word; for this havingservedits turn, receives
no furtler notice. It is not the word which is communicated,exceptin the wholly exceptionalcasesin which tle
word is not understoodand so doesnot fulfil its function.
And it is certainlyimplied in all of our subsequent
action
and intercourserelating to the image,tlat we have access
to it jointly, just as we do to our money and our lands;
that you know it now evenas I know it.
It is important to labor under no misapprehension
concerningtJregeneralfunction of language. Languagedoes
not ariseas the externalmanifestationof an internal idea,
but as the meansof fixing and identifyingabstractaspects
of experience.If I wishto directyour attentionto the ring
on my finger,it is sufficientfor me to point to it or hand
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it to you. In seeingme thus deal witJr the ring, you know
that it engagesmy attention, and there occurs a moment
of communication in which our minds unite on the object.
Ttre ring figuresin your mind even as it doesin mine; indeed
the fact that the ring does so figure in my mind will probably occur to you when it does not to me. If, however, f
wish to call your attention to the yellowness of the ring,
it will not do simply to handle it. The whole object will
not suffce as a means of identifying its element. Hence
tbe need of a system of symbols complex euough to keep
pace with the subtlety of discrimination. Now the important thing to bear in mind is the fact tlat as a certain
practical dealing with 'bodies constitutes gross communication, so language constitutes refined communication.
There is no difference of objectivity or subjectivity. In
the one caseas in the other, mind is open to mind, making
possible a coalescenceof content and the convergenceof
action on a common object.
For purposesof furtler illustration, consider the caseof
disguised perception. I am watching you "out of the
corner of my eye," hoping to deceive you as to my real
thoughts. If the strategy is successfulit proves that I
can render equivocal the evidence you commonly rely on.
But does any one seriously suppose that the direction of
my thoughts is not discoverably there in the retinal and
nervous process responding to your body, and in my intention to deceive? Wbere my mind is the object to be
known, I can embarrassthe observer becauseI can control
tJreobject. I can even make and unmake my mind. As
you seek to follow my thoughts, I may acceleratethem or
double on my tracks to throw you off the scent. But
I enjoy the sameadvantage over you if you are an assessor
seekingto know my property, and neither in the one case
nor in the other is it proved that the facts are not there
for you to know as well as I. Indeed the special qualifying
conditions to which we are compelledto refer when describing the hidden mind, leave no doubt that the difficulties
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in this caseare essentiallylike the difrculties which dre*
or ttrwart any cognitive enterprise. Some things are
more difficult to observethan ottrers,and all things are
difrcult to observe under certain circumstatrces. This
is true of mind in no mysteriousor uniqueway.
of the internal statesof the organism
$ 9. Sensations
itself presenta peculiarcase,that is of sufficientimporproprio-ceptivo
tance to receiveindependent treatment. ConSensations cerning certain happenings within my body,
f am, so to speak,the only eye-witness. This circumstance
plays a very important part in the unique self-knowledge
imputed to the mind, and in particular, f be[eve, lends
specioussignificanceto the self-consciousand introspective
experienceswhich have just been examined. Let us f,rst
set down the general facts in the case.
A leading physiologist writes as follows: "tsedded in
the surface layer of the organism are numbers of receptor
cells constituted in adaptation to the stimuli delivered by
environmental agencies. [These receptors the author
calls"erlero-ceptors."l But the organism itself, like the
world surrounding it, is a field of ceaselesschange,where
internal energy is continually being liberated, whence
chemical, thermal, mechanical,and electrical effectsappear.
It is a microcosm in which forces which can act as stimuli
are at work as in the macrocosmaround. The deeptissues
. . . have receptors specific to themselves. The receptors
which lie in the depth of the organism are adapted for
excitation consonantly with changesgoing on in the organism itself, particularly in its muscles and their accessory
etc.). Since in tlis
organs(tendons,joints, blood-vessels,
field the stimuli to the receptors are given by the organism
itself, their field may be called the proprio-cepthtefield." r
Now my body lies beyond the periphery of every otber
body, and can, therefore, be generally observedonly by
" extero-ceptive" organs,such as thoseof vision, touch, etc.
t C. S, Sherrington: The Inlegrotitte Action of tlte Nenous Sysiaar, pp,
r rgr^I3o.
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But while I may also observe myself in this fashion, my
" proprio-ceptors" enable me alone to know my body
in another way. There is no occult reason for this; it
is a matter of pbysiological organization. I arn sensibleof
interior pressureand strain, or of tle motion and muscular
control of my limbs, in a manner impossible for any other
observer, simply because no other observer is nervously
connectedu'ith them as I am. I alone can be specifi.cally
sensible of loss of equilibrium, because my semicircular
canals,though visible and tangible to others,have a continuous neryous connection with my brain alone. More important is the fact that I arn sensible in a very complex
way of states and changesin my visceral, circulatory, and
respiratory systems. Here, again, I am possessedof sensations from which other observersare cut ofi for lack of
certain nerve fibres which connect these organs only with
ny cerebral centres.
Now what is the inference from these facts? In the first
place, it is to be observed that these sensationsconstitute
knowledge of the body, and not of mind in the traditional
sense. I have a speciesof cognitive accessto the interior
of my body from which all other knowers are excluded.
My heart palpitates for me as it palpitates for no one else.
But as it has never been argued that a physical organism
is a thing known only to the mind inhabiting it, let us
present the matter in another way. My mind possesses
sense-contentsthat can not be similarly presented in
tthave"
these sensations.
any other mind. I alone can
you
it
follow
that
cannot
know
them? Firstly,
But does
there is nothing dn the sensation that you cannot know.
The peculiar quality of heart-palpitation is known to you
in other instancesl and the bodily locality which makes it
mine is immediately perceivedby you. Thesefactors must,
it is true, be put together by you, but the result is neverthelessknowledge. And secondly, there is nothing o6ozl
the sensation that you cannot know even better than I.
If I were to follow up the mere presentation of ttre sensa-
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tion, and proceed to an adequate knowledge of it, I would
uecessarilyrely on anatomical and physiological methods
tlat have from the first been open to you. Indeed, here
I am seriously embarrassed; for as you are cut off from
proprio-ceptive sensations of my bodily interior, so I a,m
largely cut off flom the extero-ceptive sensations whid
are much more indispensable to a knowledge of sensestructure and function. In short, certain things are presented in a characteristic way to me alone. I alone can
have proprio-ceptive sensations of my own body. In order
that you may know the interior of my body it is necessary
for you to use your imagination, or some ottrer relatively
elaborate process.
Is this what is meant by saying that mind can be known
only by itself? If so, then that contention loses all of its
momentousness. For this is only a caseof a very large
class. It may even be contended that all existent things
are such as to be presented instantly and simply only to
a privileged group of knowers. In so far as spacial, events
can be sensibly known only by ttrose who enjoy a certain
definable proximity, and in so far as temporal only by
contemporaries. But this does not withdraw them from
the general field of knowledge. I must use my imagination to know what the East Indian may know by opening
his eyes; but my knowledgemay none the less exceedhis.
And furthennore, even if it were granted that proprioceptive sensations can be known only introspectively, I
can scarcelybelieve that those who emphasizethe uniquely
internal character of mind mean that the mind consistsin
a confused and partial knowledge of the interior of the
physical body!
A word more is necessaryto show the full importance of
the matter. The experienceson which I most rely for a
knowledge of myself as mental agent or subject contain an
admixture of proprio-ceptive sensations. The very act of
self-consciousness
is itself attended by characteristic sensatious due to bodily posture and respiratory changes. But
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above all, the experienceof self-activity or efiort is largely
madeup of sensationsof internal motion and strain. Tbese
experiencesare stereotyped,obscure,and largely accidental.
But there is, nevertheless, a propriety not commonly
recognized, in regarding ttre proprio-ceptive experience
so far as it goes as really a knowledge of self. For my
proprio-ceptive experience is largely a knowledge of. rny
and it is this action when
orgoni,caclion on the emt'ironment,
construed in a certain manner that really constitutes
mental action.r
$ ro. As respects the accessibility of my mental contents to your observation, the most important general
fact is this: that your observation will be
Theconteoro,
Memory
Desirq
baffied just in so Jar os my deolings with thc
anortrownr contpnt ol
my mind ore not peri,pherol,. Contrary to a common philosophical opinion, my pulpose,
intention, or desire is least likely to escapeyou. This
elementof my mind is revealed even in my grossaction,
in the motions of my body as a whole. Your apprehension of it is as sure and as indispensableto social relations
as your apprebensionof the physical objects that engage
my attention. The content of my purpose, tlat is, the
realization proposed, and my more or less consistent devotion to it, are in your full view, whether you be a historian
of character or a familiar companion. It is not, then, the
desiderative element in mind that escapesobservation,
nor is it any such typical element, but all content in so
far as the mind's dealings with it do not reach the visible
exterior of the body. But what is implied in this very
statement?
In the first place, we imply that the content in question
I Cf. Sberringtot, o!, cil,: "Tbe otber characterof the stimulations in
this 6eld $he ftoprio+cplirc) we held to be that the stimuli are giveu in
much greater Eeasure than in the surface6eld of reception,t4r actions of
theorganism itself, especiallyby massmovementof its parts. . . . Theimmediate stimulus for tbe reflex started at the deep receptor is thus sup
plied by somepart of the organismitself as agent" (p. 336). Cf. below,
pp. ag8-3or.
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is such as to be knowable by me if I can identify it. Conmonly, doubt exists only as to which of several ttrings, all
plainly known to you, is at the moment known to Ee. I
may tell you, and when I do, one is selected and the ottrers
fall away. Or you may conjecture, and if your conjecture
be true you possessthe content, though wittrout being sure
of the relation to my mind.
But in the second place (and I here anticipate a drarge
of grave omission) the relation of the content to my mind
must be supposed to be objuthely and d,i,scolerablytlnre,
even when I do not acknowledgeit by a verbal report. It
is impossible to formulate a caseof memory, for example,
without affirming a connection between the past event
whic.h contributes the content and the locally present
mind ttrat is recalling it. If I am in fact here and now
recollecting a visit to London in r9o5, a complexis defined,
the essentialterms of which are in your plain view. And
ttre connectionmust be homogeneouswith the terms. The
past event as it was, must be engagedor dealt with by me
as I stand before you. In other words, the original perceptual responsemust be conlinued,into l,he present. But
tlis is possible only through the identity of the neryous
system. The link of recollection, connecting past and
present, lies in a retrospective functioning of my body,
which can be accounted for only by its histary, And this
is as accessibleas any natural or moral process. When you
know that I am looking at the moon, the salient facts are
before you, the focalizedposture of my body and its organ
of vision, the concentration and consistencyof my action,
and, most important of all, the moon. In the caseof my
recollection of London the facts are more complicated, and
even in part inaccessible, but equally with the facts just
cited, they are in t}re context of your possible knowledge.
They consist in such elements as my central attentive
process,certain persisting modifications of my cerebrum,
my original 6s4lingsl practical and neural, witb Londou,
and - London itself,
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The samegeneralconsiderationwill apply alsoto thought.
When I am thinking abstractions,ttre contentsof my
mind, namelythe abstractionstlemselves,are suchas you
also may think. They are not possessed
by me in any
exclusivesense. And the fact that tley are my contents
meanstlat they are somehowbound up witl the history
of my nervoussystem. The contents,and ttre linkage
which makesthem mine, are alike commonobjects,lying
in ttre field of generalobservationand study.
$ rr. When mental content is thus arrived at by
general observationrather than by introspection, the
action which is correlative to it, which ind^
lle Aueged
^,,-_-r
r.il;bi-rity

ilflitrffit*

vests it with a new status and brings it

toSethg.rin a new,way, is revealedat tlle

same time. You observe the contents of my
mind by following my glance or my words; so ttrat at
the same time tlat you observe the contents, you may
also observe the action, namely my aisual or aerbal
res/onseto these contents. But we must deal here with
the traditional objection that it is paradoxical or contradictory to supposetlat mental action can be observed, as
other things are observed. Mental action, it is argued, is
active; and to be observedit would have to become passive, and so lose its distinctive nature. Or, mental action
is subject, and so can never be object without forfeiting its
identity:
The objection restsobviously upon the error of 'exclusive
particularity.' It presupposesthat what is active cannot
also be passive,or ttrat what is subject cannot alsobe object.
Knowledge, it is asserted, always assumes the form (S)
R (O) (subject-knowing-object). And in this abstract
scleme, ,S cannot change its place without forfeiting its
nature, since,like the hypothenuseof a right-angle triangle,
its nature is its place. But it does not follow that the
santeconcretnentity may not change its place, and having
once been S now become O; as the same straight line,
hanins been the hypothenuse of one triangle may become
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the side of anotler. The same soul or neryous system,
or whatever n'a5filliag the ofrce of subject, might come to
fill also the offce of object. Or, while a given entity was
filling the office of subject in relation to an object, it might
at the same time be itseU filling the offce of object in relation to a second subject. And the nature of the oftce of
subject, as exemplified in tlre first subject, could thus be
known in the ordinary way by the second subject. Thus
there is nothing whatsoever to stand in the way of the
supposition that the bodily action wherewith I deal with
things and make them my objects, may itself be similarly
dealt with and made object by another bodily agentl or
in supposing that the bodily process which in my own
experiencefunctions as mental action, and doesnot appear
as content, should be the content of another mind. And
on this supposition, it would naturally be agreed that the
person best qualified to report on the nature of my mental
action would be not myself, the user of it, but the physiologist or moralist who is the beholder of it.
$ rz. We are now prepared for a statement of the
nature of mental action in terms of general observaMentat
Acion tion. And in the first place, it is to be obasNervous served that mental action is a property of the
svstem
physical organism. This view is contained in
principle in Mach's notion that an element is mental in
so far as it stands in a relation of finctional dependence
to a certain specific set of elements, which he calls the
elementsKLM
...;
these elementscorresponding
to
what is generally known as the nervous system.r To this
notion of Mach's must be added the so-called "motor
theory" of consciousness,which is steadily winning a
general acceptance among psychologists. t'We are compelled to believe," says Professor McDougall, "ttrat the
neryous processesof tle brain are of ttre type of the refler
processesof the spinal cord, and consist in the transmission of physical, impulses through channels of great

complexity from the sensory to, or towards, tle motor
nerves, and to believe that all psychical processes are
accompanied by newous processes of tlis character."r
We are thus led to the view that elementsbecomemental
coutent wlun reoctedta in tltc slaifie mtntner clnroctcristh
ol the cantra.l,urvoussystcnt.z
This conclusionis approximated by at least two recent
writers of wide influence. Richard Avenarius, the founder
of the so-called "Immanence School" in Gennany, employs a peculiar terminology of his own.s The central
nervous system he terms "system C." This system he
conceives, after the naturalistic fashion, as situated in
an environment from which it receives stimulations
(".R-values"), and to which it gives back a characteristic
response (".8-values"). Experience or mental content
consists of these E-values, or responses of system C.
Avenarius, however, leaves us in doubt whether the reaction of system C doesnot creatacontents. It would appear
that the "E-values" are more ttran actions; that ttrey
embrace mental constructs not given in the environment.
The correct view is more closelyapproachedin Bergson's
theory of pure perception. This writer concludes that
" the living body in general, and the neryous system in
particular, are only channelsfor the transmissionof movements, which, received in the form of stimulation, are
transmitted in the form of action, reflex or voluntary.
That is to say, it is vain to attribute to the cerebral substance the property oI engenileringrepresenlalions." Its
function is selective; and those parts of the environment
which it selects by its action, whettrer virtual, nascent,
or actual, are tJl.econtent of perception, "ff we suppose
an extended conli,nuum, and, in this conlinuum, the center
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r W. McDougall, Physialogical Psychol'ogy,p. 7 $talics mine). Cf.
also fI. Miinstetbergz @uttdzdlgeiler Psychol,ogie,pp. 525-562.
I Seenote on p, 3oS,
I Cf. W. T, Bush: Awnoi,us onil lhe Slonilpoint ol Purc Er,fudercc, pp,
39 sg,; Avenarius: Dq Menscltl'icheWell'begrif, possi,m. The present
leader of the "Immanence School" is JosephPetzoldt; ct,htsEintilkung
in ilh Philosophie ila rcinm Erfobtung.
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of real actiou which is represented by our body, its activity
will appear to illumine all tlose parts of matter with whictr
at each successivemoment it can deal." In other words,
mental content consists of portions of ttre surroundi^g
environment "illumined" by ttre action of the organism.r
$ 13. Bergson's view does not suffice as a thoroughgoing theory of mind, becauseit is limited to perception.
Mentat
Action A creative function is reservedfor mind in its
aslDterest other operations.2 But he states with admirable clearnessa principle which can readily be extended to
the higher functions of mind. And furthermore his statement of the principle possessesthe additional advantage
of emphasizing the essentially teleological character of
mental action. "Conscious perception," he says, "does
not compassthe whole of matter, since it consists,in as
far as it is conscious,in the separation, or 'discernment,'
of that which, in matter, interests our oarious needs."E
The action of the nervous system is a function of the organism, and like tle organism it exhibits lhe control,of intcrest,
So that a physiological account of ttre action of mind must
be supplemented by a moral account. And content of
mind must be defined as that porti,onoJ the surrounding
env'ironrnentwhi,ch is taken account oJ by the organism in
sening dts htterests; the nervous system, physiologically
regarded, being the mechanism which is employed.
As mind appearsin nature and society, it consistsprimarily in interested behavior. Such behavior is promptly
and abnost unerringly distinguished by all save ttre most
rudimentary intelligences. Indeed, the capacity of making
such a distinction is one of the conditions of survival.
Upon the lowest plane of social intercourse a mind is a
potentiality of bodily contact, and is marked and dealt

with accordingly. But even upon a comparatively low
plane there is recognition of a characteristic differencebetween minds and other bodily things. Minds exhibit
spontaneity and waywardness, a certain isolation of control in thei,rown inbrest. Individually they manifest persistent hostility, which is feared in them, or persistent
friendliness,which is courted in them. Such a recognition
of mind is already present in a mind's discriminating reaction to anger, or to a hereditary foe, as denoting a marked
or constant source of danger.
Where social relations are more subtle and indirect, the
element of interest tends to supplant the merely physical
and mechanicalelementof mind altogether. In my dealings
with my neighbor I am most concernedwith his desiresor
his consistent plan of action. I can injure him by checkmating his interests, or profit by him through combining
my interests with his. It is most important for me to know
what he consistentlyseeks. He is a living policy or purpose of which I must obtain the key-motive if I would
make either peaceor war.
I am also familiar with my own propensities. In so far
as I am reflective, my impulses and ideals are repeatedly
the objects of my contemplation and scrutiny. They are
defined, adopted, rejected, or reaffirmed in every moral
crisis. But if be true that my interests are myself, in the
deepestsense,it is no lesstrue that they are evident to any
intelligent observer. They are the defining forms of my
life. In so far as they move me they cannot be hidden
away within me. They mark me among my fellows, and
give me my place, humble or obscure,in the open field of
history. It is possible, doubtless, to emphasizetbe introspective factor of desire. But desire in so far as content,
merely, is not desireat all. Desire as moral, as a form of
determination,belongsnot to the domestic mind, but to
mind at large in nature and society.
$ ra. And precisely as a mind's interests are evident to
general observation, so are the objects on which it acts
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r Bergson: Maller qnd Metnory, trans. by Paul and Palmer, pp. 8r,
3o9 (first italics mine). Cf. Ch.I, passim.
, Cf. op, cil., Ch, II, III; and above,pp. 23g-24o,z6t-265.
. Op. cit., p. 78 (italics mine). A similar idea is contained in Avenarius's conception of ttre "E-values" as deterrrined by the endeavor of
"system C" to maintain its equilibrium, Cf, Bush, o!. cit,, pp, 4e-4r.
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interestedly. If I am to deal with my friend or enemyat
close range, it is clear that I must think with him, or
contentalways to some extent traverse with him
Mentat

csldenti6ed
by the objectsin his field of view. Upon higher
Actiooplanes
rrterested
bf intercourse,in narrative, in straiihtforward and companionable discussion, another's mind
consists more of objects than anything else. Its bodily
aspect falls away, and even its impelling interest tends to
be neglected. But it needs only a shifting of the attention to correct the perspective. I may deliberately take
pains to discover and supply a mind's objects. To do
so I have only to observe what the mind selects from its
environment.
Is this not what is done, for example, by the student of
the animal mind? We are told tbat the ameba has four
general reactions of tbe organic t1pe. One of these is
describedas posiliae: "a pseudo-podiumis pushed forward
in tle direction of the stimulus, and the animal moves
towards ttre solid." The solidity of bodies enters into this
animal's practical economy: "tle positive reaction is
useful in securing contact with a support on which to
creep." r Here is an element of the environment that is
marked and isolated by a response which expressesttre
organism's self-preservative impulse. Do we, then, not
know the content of the ameba's mind? Should I ever
understandthe matter better by contractingmy own mind
to amceba-likeproportions? I grant that as I have loosely
describedthe matter, much doubt exists as to how far the
a:nceba'sdiscrimination goes,but in his studies of sensory
discrimination the comparative psychologist has already
devised methods which open the way to greater exactness.i
Conditions may be contrived which make it to the animal's
interestto noticedifferences,
and thesemay be progressively
refineduntil the animal is pressedto the limit of his sensi
bility. When after such tests the conclusionis reachedthat
tle animal teels the solid, or seesbtrtu, wbat remains to be
I Wasbburn, oI. cil.,p.
+o.

, Cf.ihid., Ch. IV.
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The ameba does not,
said by way of "interpretation?"r
it is true, feel the solid as we do. Therefore let us obsantc
the amebo, and not undertake to say how we should feel
if we were amceba. We shall then 6nd that which is
presented to the amceba to be distinguished from the
fuller environment that lies before us, by lhe omabo's
i'ntaresl,eilaction.
There will still persist, I feel sure, a belief to the effect
that mental conteDt can never be known in this way,
Such belief appears to me to be due, at least in part, to
a curiously penrerse habit of thought. It is customary
to look for the content wil,hin the boily, and then solemnly
declare that it is not to be found. Though long since
theoretically discredited, the'subcutaneous' mind still
haunts the imagination of every one who deals with this
problem. But why not look for the object where it belongs, and where it is easily accessible- namely, in the
environment? Is it not in truth the environment which
the amcebaor any other organismis sensing? If, then, we
are in search of content, why take so mucb pains to turn
our bac.kson it, and look for it where by definition it must
escapeuse. Such procedure is due, f think, simply to a
failure to group together behauior,onil thoseeletncntsol lhe
emtironmentseluted.by the behoaior-the reaction, anil the
stimulus. It is true that neither behavior, nor even
conduct, is mind; but only becausemind is behavior, or
conduct, togelher wdlh the objects which these employ
and isolate.
$ 15. In conclusion let me briefly summarize the parts
of mind which tbe analysis has revealed.
(r ) In the first place, a mind is a complex so organized
r I have referencehere to such statementsof method as tbe following:
'tKnowledge regarding the animal mind, like knowledgeof hlman minds
other than our own, must come by way of inlerencctron-behador. J*o
fundamentatquestionstbenconfront the comparative-psycholo-gist.
-First'
by wtat method shall be 6nd out how an animal behaves? Second,bow
shall he interpret the consciousa,spectof tbat bebavior?" (The italics are
mine.) fbrd., p. 4.
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as to act desideratively or interestedly. I meau here to
indicate tbat character which distinguishes the living organASummaty ism, having origrnally the- instinct of selfo-.n.iti*-ot preservation,and acquiring in the courseof its
MEo
development a variety of special interests.
I use the terxri,nteresl primarily in its biological rather
than in its psychologicalsense. Certain natural processes
act consistently in such wise as to isolate, protect, and
renew themselves. (z) But such processes,interested in
their general form, possesscharacterisliq instrumentalities,
notably a bodily nervous system which localizes the
interest and conditions the refuiement and range of its
intercourse with its environment. (3) Finally, a mind
embraces certain contents or parts of the environment,
with which it deals through its instrumentalities and in
behalf of its interests.
The natural mind, as here and now existing, is thus an
organization possessingas distinguishable, but complementary, aspects,'i,ntuest,nerl)oussystem,ond' contents, Or, if
interest and nervous system be taken together as constituting the action of mind, we may summarize mind as
octi,onand conlents.
The evolution of mind appears on the one hand in
the multiplication and codrdination of the interests which
govern it, and on the other hand in its enrictrment of
content through gain in discrimination and range. The
latter, in turn, means the increase of that proportion of
the environment of which its improved capacities enable
it to take account. The human mind is predminent in
respect both of discrimination and range. In other words,
it acts on abstractions and principles, on an innumerable
variety of complex objects, and on remote regionsof space
and time; all of which lie outside the practical economy
of animals comparatively deficient in sense, memory,
imagination, and thought.
It is only just to admit that mind as observed introspectively differs characteristically from mind 4s observed
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in nature and society. But this doesnot prove tbat in
either caseit is not directiy knowu, or that what is knowu
is not the real mind. Every complexobject presentsits
parts iu a different order when approachedin difierent
ways,but in tle objectaswholly known tJrese
parts fit and
supplementone another. As introspectionobscuresthe
instrurnentalandactionfactorsof mind, sogeneralobservation obscuresits contentfactor. But when thesefactors
are united, they compose
a wholemind, havinga structure
and a function that may be known by any knower,
whateverhis initial bias.
fNore (seep. zSs),- Since this book was written professorE. B. Holt,s
views to which ttre author had already been indebted, have been
published, IJoltts Conceft of Consciousncss,
and "Response and
Cognition" in Jour, of Phi,l,., Psych,, anil Scientifu Melhoits, !ol,
XIf, Nos. 14 and 15, now constitute the most able-statementof the
above theory with special empbasis on its physiological aspects,]
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CHAPTER XIII
A REA,LISTIC TEEORY OF KNOWLErcE
I. Tm Tbony

or Ianmr.rnrvcp

$ r. Tre new realism is a revival of what has been
referred to as the "antiquated metaphysics, which talks
rbeoldRcal_about existence per se, out of all relation to
isnandthe minds." I But lest it be thought that this
Ner
theory is altogether antiquated, ii is i-portant
to point out its precise relation to earlier fonns of realism.
The most remarkable parallel whicb the past affords is to
be found in a theory which Hume entertained provisionally
as a natural sequel to his analysis of mind. This parallel
is so instructive as to warrant its being quoted in full.
"We may obsewe," writes Hume, "that what we call
a tnind,, is nothing but a heap or collection of different
perceptions, united together by certain relations, and
suppos'd, tho' falsely, to be endow'd with a perfect simplicity and identity. Now as every perception is distinguishablefrom another, and may be consider'das separately
existent; it evidently follows, that there is no absurdity in
separating any particular perception from the mind; that
is, in breaking off all its relations, with that connected
massof perceptions,which constitute a thinking being. . . .
If the name of pacepti,on renders not this separation from
a mind absurd and contradictory, the name of. object,
standing for the very same thing, can never render their
conjunction impossible. External objects are seen, and
felt, and becomepresent to the mind; that is, they acquire
such a relation to a connected heap of perceptions, as to
influence them very considerably in augmenting their
! G. II. Ilowison: Thc Linits of Eoolulion,atdotha Essols, p. zr.
g06
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number by present reflections and passions, and in storing
the memory witb ideas. The sa,mecontinu'd and uninterrupted Being may, ttrerefore, be someli .es present to the
mind, and sometimes absent from it, without any real or
essentialchange in the Being itself." r
It will be noted that Hume here regards things not
only as possessing being independently of the mind, but
also as iduttical wi'lh paceptdons whnn presmt to lln mfud.
Indeed, he was first convinced of their identity with perceptions,and suggestedtheir independenceonly as an afterthought. In this respect Hume's view is to be distinguished
from the "natural realism" of the Scottish School of Reid
and Hamilton. These writers were concerned primarily
to avert the sceptical and absurd consequences of the
"ideal philosophy," which merged external reality into the
mind's ideas. They sought to restore the traditional
substances, the mind within and the nature without; and
regarded both as distinct from the ideas that "suggest"
them. In tle case of ttre "primary" physical qualities,
"extension, solidity, and motion," they did, it is true, assert
a doctrine of "real presentationism." But they did not
explain how bodies can be t'suggested," "presented," or
"conceived," without becoming ideas; or how without the
mediating function of ideas, minds can know bodies. fn
ottrer words, the dualistic diffisulfy was aggpvated and not
releved.2
Modern realism is doser to the monistic realism of
"ideas," suggestedby Hume, than to the dualistic realism
of mind and matter, propounded by the Scottish School;
and this in spite of the fact that the Scottish philosophy
was primarily a polemic, in the name of "realism," against
r Hume: Treatisc of Eunan.lVolzrc (Selby-Bigge's edition), p. zo7.
Cf. above, pp. r37-r38, ProfessorW. P. Montague called attention to
this aspectof Hume in an article entitled "A NeglectedPoint in Hume's
Philosophy," Phil. Retieu, Vol. XIV, r9o5.
r Thomas Rreidzlrqudry into tlu Eunan Mirul (116+), ch. I, V, WI;
SirWilliamlla^milton: JVo&sB,C,D, appendedto hisedition of. thePhilosophital Worhs of Thomas Rerd,' especially, eighttr edition. p. 82S. Cf.
J, $, Mill; Sir Will.iom HomiJton'sPhilosophy, Ch. II,
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Hume, as the last and most outrageousof the idealists.
The new realism,while it insists, as all realismmust, that
assertsthat whenthingsareknown,
thingsarc inilepenitrenl,
They may enter ilirecll'ydnto
ideas
of
the
mind.
they ore
they becomewhat are called
when
tley
do,
and
mind;
the
ideas
are
thingsin a certain relationl
that
only
So
'ideas.'
or, things,in respectof beingknown,areideas.
It is important, therefore, in expoundingthe general
realistictheory of knowledge,to distinguishtwo component
theories. The first I shall call the theory of irnmanence.' This is the same theory as that which I have
in anottrerconnectiontermed 'epistemologicalmonism.'r
It meansthat when a given thing, a, is known, o itsel,f
entersinto a relation whicb constitutesit the idea or content of a mind. The secondI shall call tbe theory of
and it meansthat although o may thns
'independenceg'
enterinto mind, and assumethe statusof content,it is not
dependenton this status for its being,or nature. After
discussingtbesetwo theories,which deal with the problem
of the relation of knowledgeto its objects, I shall apply
them briefly to tle problemof truth.
$ z. Thereare two varietiesof dualismwhich the theory
of immanencemakesit possibleto escape;the dualism

The dualism betweenmind and body receivedits classic formulation, as we have seen,in the philosophyof
Descartes. This was essentiallya 'substance-attribute'

Iow. ol Phil., Psych.,ad Scintifu Mcrlnik,

Vol. fI, r9o5.
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pbilosophy. Mind and body were conceived as two selfcontained and mutually exclusive spheres, characterize-d
and
and distinguished by t.he two attributes, 'tlought'
'extension.' These two attributes Descartes regarded as
ul,tinatdy different, and as involving a complete disjunction between the substances which they qualified. The
Ca,rtesian dualism gave rise to the most bafring perplexities. If mind and body be disjoined by definition, how
explain the empirical fact of ttreir uniou? For those
facts which are so prominently in evidence in philosophy,
na^mely,the processesof perception and of voluntary action,
are neither exclusively mental nor exclusively bodily, but
a blend of the two. In perception a process which
begins as bodily ends as mental; and in volition a process
which begins as mental ends as bodily. Notwithstanding
these diftculties the Cartesian dualism has been perpetually confrrmed by the habits of common sense; and still
remains the most plausible, and superficially the most intelligible, doctrine. For it is customary and instinctive to
think of all duality as exclusive,iike the duality of bodies
or non-intersectingspaces. Gestureand symbol - in short,
every method of sensuousrepresentation,exhibit the same
type of duality; so that it requires more tlan the ordinary
precision of thought to avoid ttre assumption of its
ruriversality.
Human experience abounds, bowever, in dualities of
another type. Social aggregates, for example, are distinguished not by the inherent nature of their contents,
but by some unifying relation. Thus tle residents of the
United States are divided into sexes,political parties, races,
ages, and innumerably many other groups; and these
groups oaerlop onil inlersecl. They do not possesstheir
members exclusively, but share their members. The
difierence between any two groups, such, for example, as
the Democratic party and the proletariat, is not a difierence of nrembers- for it is conceivable that their
membership should exactly coincide; but a difference of
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prinriple of orgonizotion In respectof one relation tbe
membersconstitute one group, and in respectof anotber
relation the samemembersconstituteanotler group.
The theory of immanenceappliesthis type of difference
to ttre duality of mind and body. The applicationbecomes
possible,indeed necessary,the moment it is recognized
that mind and body are both complerescapableof being
analyzed into more primitive terms. Neither mind nor
body is really simple; although courmonsenseand philosophicaltradition haveconspiredto makethem appearso.r
And when they are submittedto analysis,it appearsthat
the moreprimitive terms of which they are composedare,
in ma-nycasesat least, interchangeable.There are sensible qualities and logical categories common to both.
Indeed it is impossibleto find groundfor asserting that
there is otty term of the bodily complexthat is disqualifred
from enteringthe mentalcomplex.
This view is best set forth in Ernst Mach's little book,
Dia Anolyse iler Emprt,ndungm,which deservesto be
numberedamong the classicsof moderu realism.r The
clementsof the physical and the psychical, accordingto
this author, are the same. But while physicsstudiesone
type of relationship,such as tle relation of a color to
the sourceof ligh! psychologystudiesits peculiarrelatiou
to the retina or nervoussystemof a sentient organism.
The coloritself is neitlril llrysicalnor psycbfual,.t
lVhile Mach's statement of the theory is correct in
principle, it is coloredby the author's naturalistic predilections. He neglects tbe logical aspect of knowledge.
Physicalandpsychicalcomplexes
havein commonnot only
qualities,
sensible
but also certain more fundamental
formal relationships,suchas implication,order,causation,
time, and the like. Theserelationsin their purity can be
discoveredonly by carrying analysis beyond the bounds
r Cf. above, pp. 5r-53, z7yz8g,
r There is an English translation by C. M. Willians, already retened
to above, pp. ?8-79. Cf. also Macht Erhcndnis urd lrtun,
I Cf. above,pp,z7I-279i and below,pp.g6rs65.
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of sensible discrimination. They require, in short, logical
analysis.t Tbose who have adequately recognized tle
importance of logic have, on their side, usually neglected
the specificquestion of the relation of mind and body. The
full scopeof the theory of immanence appears only when
it is recognizedthat the sameelementscomposeboth mind
and body; and that these common elementsembraceboth
sensequolio and also logical abstractions. Then, instead
of conceiving of reality as divided absolutely between two
impenetrable spheres, we may conceive it as a field of
interyenetrating relationships, among which those described by physics and psychology arc the most familiar
and typical, and those described by logc ttre most simple
and universal.
When mind and body are so conceived, there is no
longer any peculiar difficulty involved in the perception of
bodily objects,z For the relatiouship which invests a
term with a bodily character doesnot pre€mpt it; so that
at tbe same time that it is bodily by virtue of one relation,
it may also be content of perception by virtue of another
relation. When I perceive Mars, the sun's satellite (body)
is my percept (mind); and there is no more contradiction
than in supposingthat my uncle is my father's brother.
$ 3. The seconddualism which the theory of immanence
makes it possibleto escapeis that between knowledge and
things. This dualism is not based merely on a
Reoreseorarion
disjunction of substancesdefined by dissimilar
"'fim--*t
Relation
attributes, but on the alleged 'self-transcendence'of knowledge. It would appear that knowledge is
'about' things other than itself. This has given rise to
the notion of the 'thing in itself,' as that to which
knowledge points or refers, but which is always 'other'
than the content of knowledge. The difficulty is evident.
All qualities and characters, in so far as known, are annexed
by knowledge and withdrawn from reality. fls thing
I Cf. above' p. ro8'
t Nor in tlevoluntarycontrolof bodilyactions. Cf' belolr'pp. 34r'342.
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in itself, thus distinguished from all content, is reduced to
a bare X, entirely devoid of qualities and characters.
Thus the self-transcendence of thought seems to imply
agnosticism. Knowledge cau do no more than point
beyond to the reality which it can never grasp. It is a
confessionof failure.
The theory of immanencerectifi,esthis dualism by asserting that the differencebetween knowledge and things, Iike
that between mind and body, is a relational and functional
difference, and not a difference of content. In the first
place, we must distinguish between i.mmeilialeknowledge
and mediateknowledge. In the caseof immediate knowledge, the thing and the knowledge are identical, except
as respectstheir relations. Thus o is knowledge by virtue
of its relation to a nervous system, and its presencein a
context of other elements similarly related. But o is
also 'thing in itself ' by virtue of its intrinsic quality, or by
virtue of its sustaining other relations than tlose of the
type just indicated. When I perceiveMars, it is knowledge
by virtue of its relation to my perceiving activity and to
my other percepts, my memories, plans, feelings, etc.;
tthing in itself
but it is also
' by virtue of its volume, and
its distance from the sun.
In the secondplace, however, it is necessaryto recognize
that in mediate knowledge, or discursive thought, there
ds a more complete difference between the knowledge and
tle thing. There are even casesin which the knowledge
and the thing known possesslittle, if any, identical content. One may think about o, in terms of b, c, etc., as
when one thinks about Mars in terms of the word,s," Mars,"
ntsun,"
etc. The theory of immanence explains these
cases by saying that the thing thought about, and
the tbought, are both experienced. The thing transcends
the thought, but it remains perceivable, or in some such
manner immediately accessible;and possesses
the qualities
and characters which such an immediate knowledge reveals. "In such pieces of knowledge-of-acquaintance,"

says James, "all our knowledge-about must end." Or, as
Dewey expressesit,"the meaning is one thing; the thing
meant is another thing, and is . . . o thing fresenteil' os
not gi,aenin the sornewa'y os i's the thing wh'inhmeons." In
other words, things do not transcend knowledge, but the
thing mediated or 'represented' transcendsthe representation; while this whole processof transcendencelies within
the field of things immediately presented.r
The theory of immanence thus recognizestwo sorts of
transcendence:first, a thing's transcendenceof the cognitive relation by virtue of its possessionof an intrinsic
quality of its own, or by virtue of its possessionof other
relations, such, for example, as physical relations; second,
a thing's transcendenceof its representation, withi'n the
field of cognition itself.
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$ +. TeB theory of immanencenot only fails to establish
realism;2 but appears even to disprove it by bringing the
transcendent directly into mind. It is now
TtreHa*rearnecessaryto show that the immanent may at
ffi.-il;;the same time be independent. It would not,
9":^:,:1_loi.
Lrowred8e
I think, be far from the truth to say that thi
carCinal principle of neo-realism is tha inilependenee ol
the imtnonenl.s To prepare the way for the understanding
of this principle, it is necessaryfirst to dispose of two
theories which approach it so closely as to be frequently
confusedwith it.
The first of these " half-realisms" is the doctrine promulgated by objective and absolute idealism, to the effect
tlrat reality is independent of f,ni,ta knowl,edge.Reality is
a norm or ideal, that cannot be dependenton finite knowl1 James: The Meaning of Truth, p. 39; Dewey: Infiucncc o! Daruin
on Philctophy, otd olharEssays,p. ro3, note (italics mine).
I The theory of immanenceis held in one form or another by nearly all
contemporaryphilosophers.
8I have discussedthe term'independence' more fully in " A Realistic
Theory of Independence," coatributed n Tk Neut Rcalitm.
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edge becauseit is presupposed
by it. Transcendental
idealism"discoversthe final ground of every immanent
being, neither in that being itself, nor in a transcendent
reality, but in a transcendentideal which the knowing
subject has to rea,lize," This transcendentideal is independentof all approximations
to it, ,.because
of the logical
priority of the ought(So\en)to the as(Sein).,,
But this view (whetherexpressed
in voluntaristicor in
intellectualisticterms)is non-realistic,for two reasons. In
the frrst place, "it acceptsno being but that which is
immediatelygivenin ttre idea" - it movesentirelywithin
the limits of experience;and in the secondplace,,,it sets
over againstthe judging subjectas an obje-t to which it
must conform,only an ought," whichcanhaveno meaning
apart from the activity of thought.r In short, thingsare
dependenton experience,
and experienceon thoughf and
either form of dependence
would be fatal to realiJm.
$ 5. Thereis a much closerapproximationto realismin
ttre pragmatist doctrine that e*perieneeis indepmihnt of
thought. Indeed by many pragmatists this
rndependeuce

temporary thought, is profoundly ambiguous. It would
I H. Rickert:

Dw Gege*statdila Erkatdris,

p, 165.
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appear that wbile Dewey, for example, rescuesreality from
dependence on intellect, he is satisfied to leave it in tle
grasp of that more universal experiencewhich is ,'a matter
of functions and habits, of active adjustments and readjustments, of codrdinationsand activities, rather than of
states of consciousness."r In any case the issue is clear.
A thorough-going realism must assert independence not
only of thought, but of any va,riety whatsoever of. erferi.enc,i,ng,whether
it be perception, feeling, or even the instinctive responseof the organism to its environment.
$ 6. We are now prepared for a 6nal statement of the
realistic theory of independence. It means that things
may be, and are, directly experienced udthaut

ifi',tr"'fly

cuing eiilta thei.rbeingor thcdrnatureto ,ttot

dependenceof C'drcwmslance,

ffiAfiS

The radical characterof tbis doctrineap-

pears most clearly in connection with the contemporary use of ttre word 'experience.' According to
realism, experience may be expressedas (o) .ff, where o is
that which is experienced,and R'the experience-relation;
and where o is independent of R'. Now the term 'experience'maybe used loosely to mean either a, R',ot (o) R'.
But if we are to regard experienceas the most comprehensive manifold, it is of crucial importance to distinguish
these usesof the term. To use it in either of the last two
senses,in wbich it embracesRo, is to arrive at a phenomenalism or panpsychism, in which the ultimate components of reality are c*feriences.z To use it in the former
sense,to mean what is or may be experienced,but which
need not be experienced,will lead to realism.
But it is better that realism should reject tle term
t
t'
eqrerience' (or even pure experience") saltogether, in this
r Dewcy: o?. &., p. t5Z; d. above,p. zz5.
I Cf. W. K. Clifiord: "The elementary feeling is 8 thrng in itself,"
Lccttrtcsatd Essays,pp. 283, sq.
I Cf. Ja,rres: t'A World of Pure Expeilence," in Essoys in Rdkal
Enpirhdsm. l'or Jamestsuse of the term experience,cf. above, pp. 224ez5 and below, pp, 264-265.
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ultimate application - for it gives disproportionate em.
phasis to ao accidental feature of things. Since .ff is
not necessary to ttrings, there is no reason for limiting
'things' even to what can be experienced. Such a circumscription is groundlessand misleading. Professor Montague
has proposed the term "pan-objectivism";r but this is
not altogether satisfactory, becauseit suggeststhe correlation of object and subject. The expression,'neutral entities,' will perhaps servebetter to emphasizethe indifference
of the terms of experience,not only to their subjective
relations, but to their physical relations as well. We need
some such expressionwith which to refer to the otrphabet
ot
being, as distinguished from any and all of the familiar
groupings which its elementscompose.
The realist, in short, must resist every impulse to provide
a home for the elementsof experience,even in 'experience'
itself. To bestow on ttrem ttris independencemay seem
but a bad return for their usefulness,"since thereby they
are turned out of house and home, and set adrift in the
world, without friend or connection,without a rag to cover
their nakedness."2 The idealist will doubtlessinquire how
the facts can be " rlure independently and in themselves,"
without being somewhere;8and will be uneasy until he has
brought them home to consciousness. But the realist
must be satisfied to say that in the last analysis ttre elements of experience are not anywhere; they simply are
what they are. They find a place when they enter into
relationships; but they bring into these r"ialiqnshiFs a
character which they possessquite independeutly and by
themselves.
$ Z. We must now examine the arguments by which
neo-realism seeks to prove its cardinal principle of inde-

pendence. Owing to the present state of the question,
realists have been largely occupiedwittr the disproof of
tJrecoutrary thesis to the effect tlat the cogThetuguments
f,TIld.o-T: nitive consciousness
conditionsbeing. This
dence. 'l[e
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I W. P. Montague: t'Contemporary Realism and &e Problems of
Perception,"Jour. of Phi,l,,Psyh., and Scicntifu Metlnils, Vol. IV, r9o7,
p.s77 ,
r Reid's comment ou llune, in bis Intluiry dnto the Hunon Mild,
p. ro3.
. II. H. joechim: Tlu Notwa of Trulh, p. 4o.
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ile"ti""-ile"- contrary thesis, maintained by idealism, has
Deut
obtained so wide an acceptanceas to create
presumption
against the theory of independence. Bea
fore establiqhing realism, then, it is necessary to refute
idealism.
In tle first place, realism contends that idealism has not
proved its case. It has dependedfor such proof upon fallacious forms of procedure, such as those which f have
named 'argument from the ego-centric predicament,' and
'definition by initial predication.' Post-Kantian idealism
bas contributed a further argument to the effect that the
synthetic unity, or logical structure, which must be imputed to reality, is an act of thought. But this argument
is also fallacious, in that it either virtually relies on
one of the former fallacies, or invests 'thought' with a
peculiar unifyrng power of which no one has ever given
any intelligible account. Since the proofs of idealism have
already been examined, it is unnecessaryto enter into
detail here.r
lYe have also found, in the secondplace, that idealism is
beset with a difficulty of its own invention - the difficulty
ol subjectfuhmor soli,psi'sm. If consciousnessis construed
as owning its objects, so that they arise and perish with its
severalacts or states, then the knowledgeof the samething
by different knowers or by the same knower at different
times becomesimpossible. There can be no rcal identity,
but only a manifold of unique and irrelevant units of consciousness. ttlf we say that they resemble one another,
we can only mean that the judgment that they resemble
one another exists, and this, in turn, can only mean that
some one judges that this judgment exists, and so on.
And if we say t}at the sotne ptesentation may exist in
r Seeabove,pp. r56-r6e.
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difrerent instances,this again can only mean that some
one judgesit to be so."t When,in order to escapethis
diffculty, idealismconceivesof "a world al'real'yiletermhrcd
by thought,"that is "prior to, and conditions,our indiwith it," then idealismhas virtually
vidual acquaintance
as owning
withdrawn its initial version of consciousness
the
diftculty and the
its objects,with the result that both
gratuitous.2
In otherwords,idealismcansolutionbecome
not affinn its central thesiswithout taking up a position
which is on its own admissionuntenable.
This is a suitableoccasion,in the third place,for introducingan objectionwhicbidealismin its turn urgesagainst
realism. ft is a negativeapplicationof 'the ego-centric
predicament.'If this predicamentdoesnot proveidealism,
it is arguedthat it at least rendersit impossibleto prove
realism. We cannot, perhaps, prove that everything is
known; but we certainly cannot, without contradiction,
hnow that there is anything ttrat is notrknown. In so far
asthis objectionis purelydialectical,it hasbeensuffciently
answeredby Mr. Russell. "When we know a general
proposition,"he says,"that doesnot requirethat we should
know all or any of the instancesof it. 'All the multiplication-sumsthat never have beenand never will be ttrought
of by any humanbeingdeal with numbersover r,ooo' is
obviouslya true proposition,althoughno instanceof such
a sumcaneverbe given. It is thereforeperfectlypossible
to know that there are propositionswe do not know, in
spite of the fact that we can give no instanceof such a
proposition."l
The reasonsfor supposingthat there are things that are
not known must now be introduced. We have tlus far
I B. Russell:
"Meinong's Theory of Complexesand Assumptions,"
lII, Mind,, N. S.,Vol. XIII, r9o4, p. 5r3. Ct. possim.
I T. H, Green: Prolegomcna
lo Elhics, third edition, p. 38 (italics mine).
Cf. above,pp. r6e-r63,
t B. Russell:
"Tbe Basisof Rulism," tour. ol Phil,, Ptych,, andSehntifw
Mcthoits, Vol. VIII, rgrr, pp, 16o-16r. For the idealistic argument,
cf. J. F. Ferrier, on "Agnoiology," or Theory of Ignorance, Itxlilulas ot
Itelophlsics, pp, 4o5, sq.
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done no more than to prepare the way for the realistic
thecry of independence, by refutiug the contrary tleory,
and by denying ttre charge that the realistic theory is
inherently absurd.
$ 8. The most general argument for realism is an application of the theory of the e*Wnal ot erlrinsh character of
relations. According to ttre contrary view, relaTheAreunent
tions penetrate, possess,and compromisetheir
r-rtll-*'
so that it is impossible to separate the
fiff;ilt$
lerms,
terms from the relation wittrout destroying
them. But according to the theory of the externality of
relations, terms acquire from their new relations an added
character, which does not either condition, or necessarily
alter, the character which ttrey already possess.
The procedureof logic and mathematics - any procedure,
in fact,which employsthe methodof analysis-is necessarily
committed to the acceptanceof the externality of relations.
The method of analysis presupposes that the nature and
arrangementof the parts supplies the characterof the whole.
ff such were not the case the specification of the parts and
their arrangement would not afford a description of the
whole, and one would have to be content witl an immediate
or mystical apprehension of it. Analysis and description
by specificationwould not constitute knowledge at all, did
not things actually possessthe structure (o)R(D), made up
of the intrinsic characters a and D, in the relation R. This
does qot mean that complexesmay not be dependent on
one another, that (a)R(D) may not cause (c)R(d); but
only that if such is ttre case,the relations are nevertheless
something adiledto tlu tertns. Just as a does not derive its
content from R(b), so (c)R(d) does not derive its content
that
from the causalrelation to (a)R(6); it simply possesses
causal relation over onil aboaethe content it possessesby
virtue of its component terms and relation. It happens
that that which is c and d in the relation R is olso causally
dependenton (o)R(D).
Now what is the application of this to the question of the
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dependenceof things on knowledge?t ft shows, in ttre
first place, that the contentof things is in no casemade up of
relations beyond themselves. So the content of a &ing
cannot be made up of its relation to consciousness. OI
course, the consciousness
oJo tbi,ng is made up of tle thing
and its relation to consciousness.Butthe ttringthen contributes its own nature to tle consciouscomplex, and does
not derive it therefrom. If. a is in relation to consciousness,
then consciousnass-oJ-o
is constituted in part of o, but c
itself is not constituted of consciousness.It follows, in the

in itself to establish the case for realism. Indeed it is so
generalin scopeas to argue pluralism rather than realisrn.t
It shows that the nature of things is prior to the relations
into which tJreyenter, and that the nature of theserelations,
whettrer of dependenceor not, is an extrinsic fact. So that
we are left to concludethat many things are interdependent
or not, as the facts may prove. But it remains for realism
to investigate the precise nature of ttre relation of ttrings
to consciousness,
to discover whether or no this is a relation of dependence. And this is now a question of fact,
Iike the question of the relation of ttre tides to the moon,
or the relation of Mother Goose to the atomic weight
of hydrogen.
__r Cf, Russell: op, cit., and " On the Nature of Trutb,,t proc. AsislotgliaV!09., u.s., Vol. VII, 19o6-19o7,pp. s?-44i E. G. Spauldingz,.Tlu
Logicol-Slruture o! Sclt-ReJuting Syskms,,,-Phil. Rctiztl, Vol. XI*, r9ro,
pp. e76-3or; and above, pp,244-246.
| Precisely as the contrary theory a,rguesmonis;m.rattrer
tlan idealisn,
- Royce:
cf.
"The WmId onl tk lrrdividu4t, Vol. I, Lect. III. For plurallrn, cf. above, pp, 242-249.
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$ g. The empirical argument for realism turns upon the
nature of mind, and the specifickind of relationship which

is diferenl from its object This is the main
consciousness
contention of Mr. G. E. Moore in tle several paperswhich
he has contributed to this subject. The idealist "maintains that object and subject are necessarilyconnected,
mainly because he fails to see ttrat they are dist'inrt, that'
they are hto, at all. When he thinks of 'yellow' and when
he thinks of the'sensation of yellow,' he fails to see that
there is anything whatever in the latter which is not in
the former." But it is evident that "sensation of yellow,"
ttseDsacontains over and above "yellowr" the element,
tion," which is contained also in "sensation of blue,"
ttsensationof green," etc, t'Yellow exists" is one thiog;
and "sensing" it is anotler tbing.
fn other words, the object of a sensationis not t}re sensation itself. In order that a sensationshall be an object, it
is necessaryto introduce yet anotler awareness,such as
introspection, whi& is not at all essential to the meaning
of the sensation itself. And " ttre existence of a table in
spaceis related to my experienceof,itin precisely the same
way as the existenceof my own experienceis related to my
experienceof thet." In both casesawarenessis evidently
a "distinct and unique relation," "of such a nature that
its object, when we are aware of it, is precisely what it
would be, if one were not aware."r
But what awarenessis, further than this, Mr. Moore does
not inform us. Mr. Russell adds that it is "utterly unlike
other relations, except that of whole and part, in that one
r G. E. Moore: ttThe Refutation of ldealism,t' Mdttd,N.s-, Vol. XII,
rgo3, pp. 4a2,44g,453. Cf. atso, "The Nature and Reality of Objects of
N.s., Vol. VI, 19o5-o6.
Percqrtionr" Proc, of ,lu Ari-stotelian.Soc.,
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of its terms presupposesthe other. A presentation . . .
must have an object."r But there is so little to stand for
it besid,es
the object, that one could scarcely be blamed if
he allowed Mr. Moore's distinction to lapse. Furthermore,
while Mr. Moore's argument does prove that the object
doesnot contain or by itself i.ply being experienced,it does
not prove that it may not actually stand in some sort
of dependentrelation to ttrat circumstance. The 'tableis
in my room,' doesnot contain awareness. But neither does
it contain 'transportation,' altbough it may, as a matter of
fact, have been put there by an expressman. And similarly it may, despite Mr. Moore's argument, have been put
there by awareness. Such indeed would be tJre case,
were I merely
the table to be in my room, or
judging fiolsely that the table was in my room. As Mr.
Russell himself admits in a later discussion,it is possible
that 'table,' 'my room,' and the relation 'in,' should all
be related to mind, and compose an aggregate on that
account, although the table is not actually dn the room.t
In other words, awareness creates an indirect relation
among its objects, by virtue of bringing ttrem severallyinto
the direct relation of awareness. And it is open to anyone
to maintain that this indirect relation is the only relation
which things have i,nler sa; or that any specific relation,
such as the physical relation, is a case of this indirect
7 relation; or that things are actually brought into new
/ cross-relationsby means of this indirect relation.
$ to. We need,in other words, to forsake dialectics,and
ir
observe what actually transpires. We then find that
is a speciesof function, exercised
i Tbetu8uoeo,consciousness
fr-ogtheNature
by an organism. The organism is correlated
' oIMiud
with an envirorr*errt, froir which it evolved,
, and on which it acts. Consciollsne_ss-_is
g,selective response
I B, Russell:o!. cil.,p. gr5.
| "Every judgment is a relation of a mind to severalobjects, oDe of
which is a relationl the judgment is lrnz wben the relation which is one
of the objects relatesthe other objects, otherwiseit is false." B, Russell:
Philosolhical Essoys,p, 18r,
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to a pleexisting and iudependently existing environm-ent'
TherJmust be something to be respondedto, if there is to
be any response. The spacial and temporal distribution of
bodiei in its field of action, and the more abstract logical
and mathematical relationships whic-h this field contains,
determine the possible objects of consciousness. The
actual objects of consciousnessare selected from this
manifold of possibilities in obedience to the various
exigenciesof life.
It follows that the objects selected by any individual
respondingorganism composean aggregatedefined by ttrat
relitionship. What such an aggregate derives from consciousnesswill then be its aggregation,ond nothing tnore,

ttre number of the planets whi'ch I haw seen,the temporal
order in which l hooeseenthern,and their appormt distances,
combe so accountedfor. In other words, the full astronomical
nature of the planetary system, together with the particular
circumstancesof my sensibility, defines a limited manifold
which is called the planetary system lor tne, or so far as
belonging to my mental history' The physical planetary
system is thus prior to and independent of each and every
mental planetary system. And every question of subjectivity or objectivity is to be tested in the samefashion.
III.

T!.urc AND ERRoR

$ rr. The proof of the independence theory from an
exa,rrination of ttre concrete nature of mind, defines at the
TheRearnor same time the principle which must be
Subjectivity employed in solving the problems connected
with subjectivity. We have found that the selectiveaction
of consciousnessnot only invests things with the character
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The clearest instance of subjectivity in t}is sense is
persp,ecthte,
or point of vieu; in which a projection defined
by the position of the organism is abitracted from the
plenum of nature. Such an experiencedoes not create its
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fhicb is the price it pays for its greater chance of
truth. But there is no error until fiction is mistaken
for fact; and tbere is no truth in the correlative sense,
until a content of mind is rightly taken to be fact.
Error and truth arise from the practical discrepancy or
harmony between subjective manifolds and the manifolds
of some independent order.
It is characterislic of truth, says Mr. Russell, to be a
"mixture of dependence upon mind and independence
of mind." Contemporary controversies concerning truth
have beenlargely due to the attempt to place it wholly without mind or wholly within. The former attempt, illustrated by Mr. Russell'searlier view, leads inevitably to the
admission of "objective falsehoods,"an admissionwhich is
"the very reverse of plausible."I The attempt, on tlre
other hand, to place truth wholly within the mind, leads to
even more insuperable difficulties. This attempt is illustrated by Mr. Joachim's monistic-idealistic theory of truth,
according to which truttr is the "systematic coherence" of
the absolute whole of experience. The distinction between
truth and error reducesto the differencebetween complete
and partial experience. But the result is that, humanly
speaking, there can be no truth, even ttre truth ttrat ttrere is
truth; since even Mr. Joachim's experience is partial,
and there is thus no way of distinguishing his tleory of
truth from error.z
Pragmatism alone has consistently maintained ttrat truth
and error have to do with the action of mind in relation to
an environment. Truth is neither coherenceamong things
merely, nor the completeinternal coherenceof.lhought; but
a hormony behsun tlnught and, thi.ngs. Similarly, error is
neither an incoherenceamong things merely, nor the incomI B. Russell: op. cil., pp' r84, r77, rls. Cf' "On the Nature of
Truth,t' Proc. Arisrorel'ianSoe.,x.s., Vol. VII, 19o6'19o7'PP. 44-49.
r H. Joachim: The Natwc ol Trul,h, ch. III; cf. above, pp' r84-r88'
Mr. Joachim himself admits the difficulties of his position; cf. Ch' IV.
For Mr. Russell'scriticism, see "The Monistic Theory of Truth," Philo'
sophical Essays.
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But pragmatism,also,has been betrayed into a character_
istic diffculty. Through excessiveemphasison the practical aspect of truth, it has seemedto make truth afler all
subjective; and without that insurance against a vicious
relativism which idealism obtains from iti conception of
an-absolute subject.r It is possible, I think, to formulate
a theory that shall possessthe merits of ttreseviews without
succumbingto their diftculties.
$ 13. Truth and error arise when some content of mind
is further dealt with in a characteristic fashion. It is posl\4istaking
and sible for the mind to apprehend,specdatJ, or
RightJudginsimagine, merely; but in-this
there is neither
truth nor error. It is also possible for the mind to belieue,
ttrat is, ailopt, for the purposeof action. The truth o, .rroi
of the belief is then relative to the interest and the circum_
stanceswhich determine the successof the action. Thus I

r For ttre pragmatist theory, cf. above, pp. zo3-2r3.
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On the other hand consider the case of an idea in the
discursive sense, an idea ol something. It is an idea of
somethingby virtue of the fact that it is connectedthrough
my plans or expectationswith someportion of the environment. And in this case, there is nothing intrinsically
either true or false in o, or in any relation of o to D, except
that of my intention. Whatever a be, whether fact or
fiction, it is tben true only when ttre use I make of it is
successful;or false when the plans I form with it, or ttre
expectationsI base on it, fail.
If this be regardedas subjectivistic, it can only be because
of the assumption that the determination of successand
failure is subjective. But such is not the case. Success
and failure are determined by interest, means, and circwt
slante.r If it will not do to fish for mermaids,this is because
the facts are not consistentwith the method I employ in the
interests of livelihood. In the last analysis the reason for
my folly lies in the fact that the image of a mermaid is a
compositegeneratedby the selectiveabstracting and grouping of consciousness. The fact loosely orpressed in the
judgment, 'there are no mermaids,'is that mermaid is a
subjective,and not a physical, manifold. Henceit must be
treated accordingly, if one is to deal with it successfully.
And similarly, if my theoretical hypothesis is a mistaken
one, this is because the locality to which my hypothesis
refers me thwarts the theoretical purpose for which I have
the hypotlesis.
So far is it from being true that successand failure are
subjective, that the subjective satisfaction or discontent
may tbemselvesbe misleading. I may have the right idea
when f am most discontented; I may serenely mistake
fiction for fact, and heartily enjoy my illusions. And
success and failure may be foredoomed without being
consummated, as one may have the right key without
unlocking tbe door, or play the fool without paying the
penalty.
r Cf. below' PP' 333-334'
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The absolutethus reappearsin tle commonplaceguiseof
fact. Mind operatesin an environment,and succiedsor
fails, accordingas it meetsor violates the terms which ttre

CIIAPTER XIV
A REALISTIC PEILOSOPEY OF LIFE
$ r. It will doubtlessappear to most readersof this book
that realism is a philosophy of disillusionment. And in a
sense tbis is the case. As a polemic, realism
Entirhtc.meut
aadbisillusionis principally concerned to discredit romantiment
cism; that is the philosophy which regards
reality as nacessoril,yideal, owing to the dependence of
jrRealism, in other words, rejects the
things on knowledge.
doctrine that thiaqs must be good or beautiful or spiritual in
order to be at all.) It recognizesthe being of things that
are wholly non-spiritual, of things that are only accidentally spiritual, and of things that, while they belong to the
domain of spirit, neverthelessantagonizeits needsand aspirations. The universe, or collective totality of being, contains things good, bad, and indifferent. But before one
hastily concludes that realism discouragesendeavor and
discredits faith, one will do well to recall that there is a
sensein which disillusionment is a sourceof power.
Life has maintained itself, and promoted its interests, in
proportion as it has becomeaware of the actual character
of its environment. It is the practical function of intelligence,not to read goodnessinto tle facts, but to lay bare
the facts in all their indifference and brutality; so that
action may be contrived to fit tlem, to the end that goodness may prevail. Well doing is conditioned by clear seeing. The development of intelligence as an instrument of
power has consistedmainly in freeing it from the importunity of ulterior motives; and in rendering it an organ of
discovery, through which the native constitution of things
is illuminated and brought within tle range of action.
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